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Q:  Why Hero Health?

A:  The status quo is unsustainable- and our Plans are 
proven to improve health outcomes and wealth 
incomes. It’s not if, but when, you will change to a 
more efficient and effective approach. We’re here to 
help.  

Q:  Who are your partners?

A:  We are very fortunate to work with the leading 
employer organizations in North Carolina: CAI and 
TEA- the two largest associations and NC Chamber. 
Combined, Hero Health is helping educated and 
train over 2,500 midsized businesses on how to 
improve their health plans. 

Q:  Who qualifies? 

A:  Companies with at least 40 Employees on their Plan.

Q:  How is it different?

A:  We begin with better care, lower costs and more 
control. Better care through advanced primary 
care, virtual care, surgical Centers of Excellence 
and specialty clinics in our direct contract network. 
Next, lower cost because our contracted price is far 
less than your status quo PPO. More control begins 
with total transparency and actionable data. Unlike 
your carrier, Hero believes that your data actually 
belongs to you. 

Q:  Why do Employees like Hero Health?

A:  Your status quo deductibles are more than many 
Employees have in savings. One trip the hospital 
and they are in financial jeopardy. Hero Health 
offers many $0 Out of Pocket options. People also 
appreciate being treated fairly and with dignity- 
which is often lacking in the status quo system. We 
don’t send you to a website like your carrier does. 
Instead, we have very helpful human beings actually 
talk with your members.

Q:  Why do CEOs like Hero Health?

A:  “Great group of likeminded companies.” “Fits our 
culture.” “Savings!” “Better for our Community.”  

Q:  Why do HR Executives like Hero Health?

A:  “Attraction and Retention.” “We enjoy sharing 
ideas with other companies.” “Helps Morale and 
Productivity.”

Q:  Why do CFOs like Hero Health?

A:  “Pay what you owe helps us with Cash Flow.” “Grows 
EBITDA.” “More Control.” “We like having good data.”

Q:  How many Plans does Hero Health offer?

A:  We have a Network PPO and an Open Plan. Both 
take advantage of Self-Funding and Group Captives.

Q:  How much will our Plan save?

A:  On average, the Network PPO members save 5-10%, 
while the Open Plan members average 25% savings.

Q:  What is Self-Funding?

A:  Most status quo Plans are either Fully Insured or 
Level Funded. This means that you pay an equal 
amount every month to your Carrier. With Self-
Funding, you choose a specific deductible that your 
company can comfortably afford. For example, if 
your “spec” is $25,000, then any claim under this 
amount is paid from your health account. Likewise, 
any claim over this amount is not your responsibility. 

Q:  What is Stop-Loss?

A:  Stop-Loss is the most aptly named thing in 
healthcare. It is an insurance policy that literally 
stops your losses at a specific number. You purchase 
two Stop-Loss policies: specific or “spec” for 
individual claims, and aggregate or “agg” which 
limits your risk for the entire year. Once you have 
these two policies in place, you can sleep well 
at night knowing you have limited the risk and 
responsibility of your Plan. 


